President’s Message

In early March, the New Zealand Merino Stud Breeders’ Society (NZ MSBS) hosted Merino Excellence
2020, a 12-day tour of the fine wool Merino studs of
the South Island (SI) with a one-day conference at the
midpoint. Supported by the World Federation of Merino Breeders (WFMB), the aim of such events is to
provide an interim networking opportunity between
the larger four yearly World Merino Conferences. The
host country is also at liberty to feature a taste of its
Merino industry.
The New Zealand Sheepbreeders’ Association was
founded in 1894 and today there are some 34 sheep
breeds represented in their NZ Flock Book (Vol 115,
2019). These include the 28 Merino, 14 Poll Merino
and 5 Half-bred Merino studs, all located in the South
Island, that form the NZ Merino Stud Breeders’ Society of which Ron Small is currently the chair.

Merino Excellence 2020 was Ron’s vision and he is to
be congratulated on the successful outcome of the
tour and conference package.
The pre-conference tour group of 30 (20 Australians, 3
Argentineans, 7 Russians and 3 Kazakhs) set out
from Christchurch on 8 March with Farm to Farm
Tours under the stewardship of company founder
Ross Macmillan and James Dixon. With strong agribusiness backgrounds and years of both private and
Government farm consultancy, the two were well
placed to share agricultural and local knowledge amid
the splendour that is New Zealand.
New Zealand is one long scenic delight and in the
case of a Merino tour this was interspersed with visits
to one stunning location after another to view excellent
displays of well-bred sheep and to enjoy the renowned hospitality of the stud breeders.

The Kazakh Chapan
WFMB president Will
Roberts and chair of the
NZ MSBS, Ron Small.
Will is wearing a chapan
(robe) that was
presented by Dr
Bakitzhan Mussabayev,
director of the KU
Medeubekov Research
Institute of Sheep
Breeding and the
Kazakh Research
Institute of Animal &
Fodder Production.
The chapan, opulent
male outerwear worn in
Central Asian countries
including Kazakhstan,
comes in various
colourways and patterns
adorned with intricate
threadwork. According
to custom, its
presentation is a mark of
great respect.

Passion for Merino breeding was evident everywhere, as was innovation in farming systems
and embrace of technology as a valuable and
complementary tool. As well as having supply
agreements with brand partners most studs appear to value add, from clothing and woollen
products to tourism, accommodation, adventure
holidays, ski touring and sporting pursuits.
President of the WFMB, Will Roberts, said the
NZ Merinos compared very favourably with their
Australian counterparts and both countries were
fortunate to have high levels of management
and genetics. Australian bloodlines were strongly reflected in most flocks.
“We saw a lot of recent investment in infrastructure, mainly in irrigation but also yards, woolsheds and sheep handling equipment,” Will
said.
“The investment in irrigation has been significant, most of it being centre pivot and has really
provided them with certainty in their ability to finish sheep and grow out their breeding sheep.
“Our visit really gave us an understanding of the
New Zealand stud Merino industry. There is
plenty of genetic diversity within their industry
which gives them the opportunity for genetic
gain,” he concluded.
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Five high-country studs combined to display at Blairich
On Tour
The first farm visit on tour was north of Christchurch to
The Gums, a 920-hectare stud and commercial
sheep property near Cheviot, North Canterbury. Ian
(“Stevo”) and Trish Stevenson in partnership with their
son Mark and his wife Joanne run an intensive operation which includes an outstanding Poll Merino stud as
well as Quarterbred, Halfbred and Dorset Down
studs. They hold NZ Merino Company and Smartwool
as key partners in their business, providing economic
stability in a volatile industry.
North then to spend two nights in the north east corner of the SI in the heart of the wine-growing Marlborough region at Blenheim with its population of 25,000.
The following day the group headed inland to the
Awatere Valley and the spectacular home to progressive high-country studs. At the head of the valley the
group stopped at the magnificent location of Steve
and Mary Satterthwaite’s Muller Station. Comprising
38,800 hectares and ranging in altitude from 700 metres to 2100 m, their stock includes 12,000 Merinos
and 2200 head of cattle.
The stud was registered in 2008 with Charinga rams
joined to their commercial flock and the notable purchase of Willandra Desmond, the 2013 Australian
Champion All Purpose Hogget.
The Satterthwaite’s stated aim has been “to utilise
Australian genetics to enhance true dual-purpose attributes in our Merinos, while not losing sight of the
constitution and adaptation that NZ Merinos have developed over 150 years of being run in our highcountry environment”.
The sheep showed wonderful natural nourishment
with deep crimping wools. Muller stud is making great
progress with DNA testing and breeding for footrot resilience using the new genomic EBV which has recently been developed in NZ.
It was on then to one of NZ’s original high country
runs. Willie and Susan Macdonald’s Middlehurst Station of 16,550 ha extends to the top of the Kaikoura
Range with the altitude ranging from 550 to 2500 m.
The Macdonalds run 11,000 Merinos based on Wallaloo Park genetics and have transformed their flock’s
genetics to create a distinctive type ideally suited to
New Zealand environments and markets.
Five studs combined to display at the home of the
Blairich horned and Poll studs of Ron and Sue Small
and son Tom. The Poll stud, registered in 1959, is the
second oldest in New Zealand and overall micron
range is from 17.8-micron (horn) to 19.0 (Poll). Current Poll stud bloodlines are Poll Boonoke and Rose-

ville Park Poll and those of the horn stud are Wurrook,
Roseville Park and Nerstane.
The tour group was impressed by the combined effort
of all involved which included an incredible display of
sheep and wool, warm hospitality and a memorable
meal. Displays were mounted by major sponsors
Boehringer Ingelheim, PGG Wrightson, Devold, and
NZ Merino ZQ, along with the latter’s brand partners
Icebreaker clothing, Allbird shoes, Smartwool socks
and Firewire’s Woolight composite surfboards.
Isolation Run stud was on display from their home in
South Marlborough in the Ure Valley. Owned since
1988 by Rob and Sally Peter, they run Saxon Merinos
and Angus cross cattle on steep limestone country.
The stud was founded in 2003 to breed specialty fine
crimping Saxon wools for the top end market.
Awapiri stud was established in 1975 on Awapiri,
Wanganella and Muller blood. Now owned by Eric
and Sally Smith, it was founded by Sally’s father, the
late great Graham Black, well-known to many in Australia and worldwide. Their medium combing, dense
woolled sheep are bred to survive the challenging
and often scrubby high-country conditions.
Also displaying at Blairich was the Upcot Station stud
of Bill and Nicky Stevenson. They sell most of the clip
from their 14,000-ha property to Icebreaker clothing.
After two days of tourism that included the rugged
West Coast, the Franz Joseph Glacier and travel
down the Haast Pass, the group arrived at Cromwell
in Central Otago which was to be home for the next
six nights. On arrival the coach was greeted by Matilda Scott from Tasmania, former WFMB president,
Tom Ashby and Carol-Ann Malouf, WFMB CEO, who
had just flown across via Sydney to Queenstown.
Director general of Russia’s National Association of Sheep
Breeders, Mikhail Egorov.

Part of their mission includes hand-picking the Norwegian company’s farmer suppliers from NZ, Australia and Argentina and engaging them in long-term contracts that offer traceability and transparency.
Lincoln University’s Professor of Animal Breeding and Genetics Jon
Hickford spoke about genetic research on breeding sheep for footrot resistance.
As the conference finale speakers, Matilda Scott (Australia) and
Emma Subtil (NZ) were well positioned to speak on the opportunities for young people in the Merino industry.
Matilda is from a superfine commercial farming enterprise in Tasmania’s northern Midlands. A 3rd year Bachelor of Ag Science student, she recently registered her own Merino stud. Representing
Tasmania, Matilda won the 2018 AWEX/TAFE National Graduate
Wool Classer Competition and the Golden Stencil presented at that
year’s Sydney Royal. On three occasions she has been the Tasmanian representative at the Young Fleeces Judges National Finals
and has been part of AWI’s Young Woolgrowers China Tour.

Australian Association of Stud Merino Breeders
president, Peter Meyer, led the Australian contingent on the NZ tour.

Emma comes from a commercial Merino and beef property in
Omarama and has recently completed a Masters in Management
of Agribusiness. She is motivated to investigate ways the food and
fibre sector can attract talented and passionate young people. To
this end, Emma said she finds it very encouraging that those in the
farming industry, more so than any other occupation, are so open
in talking about their pursuits and sharing their experience and
knowledge.

The Merino Excellence 2020 Conference was named to
represent the excellence for which NZ breeders strive in
animal health, husbandry, land management and fibre
production.
“NZ growers have been very innovative through their respective marketing companies in bringing high-end
manufacturers inside the farm gate and creating personal relationships,” said conference chair, Ron Small.
“Long term contracts between the respective parties
have brought financial stability for each.
“Historically, as we know, the most damaging factor to
the wool industry has been the booms and then the
busts. The majority of the NZ fine wool clip is now protected from this phenomenon,” Ron said in
his conference welcome.
First speaker, the head of Boehringer Ingelheim, Steve Rochester, has had many career
highlights over his 35 years in the international animal health industry and guided significant successful integrations and acquisitions
through that time.
He was followed by agricultural geneticist, Dr
Mark Ferguson, co-founder and director of
nexTgen Agri. Well known on both sides of
The Ditch, he spoke on the importance of
Central Progeny Testing and the development of the footrot programme in NZ and
footrot breeding values (BV).
We then heard from Jamie Whiting, Group
CEO of menswear retailer, Barkers and NZ
womenswear brand, Max, two iconic brands of
the retail trade. He is now facing the challenge of
the environmental impact created by the clothing industry and has been pivotal in changing
the brands’ production and business models to
be part of the solution.
The interesting branding and marketing stories
from end-product users continued when Craig
Smith, general manager of Devold Wool Direct
took the floor. Craig, who is also an executive
committee member of IWTO, spoke on Devold’s vertically integrated sheep-to-shop strategy with quality as key through the entire chain.

Left: Judges Michael Gough, Matilda Scott and Will Roberts assessing finalists for the show’s grand champion ram.
Right: Wanaka from the air, snapped by Narda Roberts en route to Milford Sound while many of the tour group are at ground
level for Merino judging at the Show. The enormous showground is the length of the left shore of the lake.
The 83rd Wanaka A & P Show in its unique setting
with the eponymous lake as one boundary and the
magnificent Southern Alps as another was the next
destination.
Argentina’s Michael Gough, of El Condor Merino stud
judged the show’s ultrafine, superfine and fine Merinos and Will Roberts judged the mediums and Polls.
On the strength of the Conference, sheep numbers at
this year’s show were double those of 2019. The Merino Ram was the Supreme All Breeds, exhibited by
the Paterson Family, Armidale stud, Ranfurly.
With the World Hereford Conference taking place in
Queenstown that week and many of their attendees
paying a visit to Wanaka Show it was a pleasant surprise to come upon Uruguayan livestock producer
and former SUL chairman, Joaquin Martinicorena.
Wanaka Show attracts more than 40,000 people and
brings in close to NZ$11 million worth of direct economic benefit to the region each year. As well as traditional show features there were over 30 food stalls
and 500 trade stalls on the enormous 16 ha site.
This, in a town with population of only 8900.
A free day then saw most take the option of a day in
Queenstown via the historic village of Arrowtown and
with a stop at the Kawarau Bridge Bungy Jump site
where one brave soul, Burrumbuttock, NSW farmer
Joe Corrigan went for the 43 m dive.
Some took the gondola to Bob’s Peak and others enjoyed the slower pace of a vintage steamer cruise on
the 1912 TSS Earnslaw to Walter Peak Station on the
southern shore of Lake Wakatipu.

Back on tour we travelled to The Maniototo, Otago’s
elevated inland region with beautiful valleys of improved pasture (lucerne, rape, beets), silage and irrigation and excellent conditions for sheep.
The Hore family has farmed the 11,000 ha Stonehenge out of Ranfurly for the last 110 years and have
developed a progressive breeding program to keep
up with market requirements and client needs. Former All Black Andrew and his brother Charlie along
with father Jim, run productive, uncomplicated 16- to
20-micron, Merryville-based Merinos on wellnourished large frames.
On to be greeted by Alan and Eris, Simon and Sarah
Paterson on Armidale, which has been in the family
since the 1880s. They winter around 8000 head of
stock consisting of Merinos, Halfbreds and trading
cattle. “A wonderful display of line bred stud Merino
sheep; the stud ewes were a feature,” said Will Roberts.
Armidale is run on Roseville Park, Nerstane and Wanganella bloodlines and the Poll stud has Orrie Cowie
and Gray’s Hills (NZ) blood. They focus on a fine medium wool type with commercial profitability the main
focus. To this end they focus on measurement and
selection on both wool and carcass traits balanced
with maternal and animal health traits, without compromising wool quality and structure
On Tuesday 17th the tour commenced the return to
the north travelling to Mackenzie Country to the Nine
Mile stud of Gordon Lucas at Tarras which has been
concentrating on a dual-purpose 18- to 19-micron
Poll and is heading down the SRS line. The stud was
founded with Merryville-blood ewes and the sires
used have been from Lorelmo, Petali, Longford,
Earnscleugh (NZ), Moojepin and Merinotech.
Bill and Andrew Sutherland and their families run a
large operation on Benmore stud at Omarama. Irrigation has seen this former store property, previously at
the whim of the market, surge from 7000 sheep a
decade ago to 36,000. The sheep have a moderate
frame and were meaty types in great order. An excellent fleece display was also presented in the beautiful
old shearing shed.
Next was Maryburn at Fairlie where Martin and Penny
Murray presented a great display of Poll Merinos in
superb condition with good, well-nourished wools, run
on irrigated lucerne.
John Groves, Trefusis, Ross, Tas; Will Roberts; and Manuel
Camus, Arroyo Verde stud, Chubut province, Argentina.

Glentanner Station in the shadow of Mount Cook carries 9000 Merino sheep and 230 red deer. It has been
run by the Ivey family since 1957 with three generations living on the property today, Ross and Helen
Ivey, son Mark and family manage operations on the
18,000-ha station with its 2000 mm annual rainfall.
On the final day, first stop was Sam Simpson’s Balmoral stud near Lake Tekapo. He exhibited large
sheep with beautiful white wool, some particularly interesting sheep handling equipment along with more
amazing progress with pivot irrigators and test plots
gathering information on vegetation, water quality and
other environmental markers.
The last visit was to Will and Emily Murray’s Glenmore
stud set in 19,000 ha of high country between Lakes
Tekapo and Alexandrina rising to the border of the
Aoraki/Mt Cook National Park. Will’s father Jim shared
his profound local knowledge and the group was
treated to a great display of productive sheep. In addition to the irrigation, which complements the vast dry
areas of the property, the use of high protein, edible,
forage lupins for stock was noteworthy.
And on a warm sunny Mackenzie Country day in this
incredible setting of mountain and lake vistas a wonderful tour came to the perfect close.

Not wishing to single out one host over the other it
would be remiss to not again mention the truly magnificent catering at each property. We were all made
to feel extra special everywhere we went and extend
genuine appreciation to all the generous and hospitable stud families and friends.
Photos in this report provided by Narda Roberts, Mikhail Egorov,
Ross Macmillan (Farm To Farm Tours) and Carol-Ann Malouf.

Top: At Muller Station, Mikhail Egorov,
second from the left and Will Roberts,
second from right with wool producers and
scientists from Kazakhstan, Rashit Omarov,
Kakharman Kuder and director of the
Kazakh Research Institute of Sheep
Breeding, Bakitshan Mussabayev.
Left: Part of the display at the Paterson
family’s Armidale stud.
Below: The tour group with Simon Paterson
at Armidale. Inset: Walter Soechting and
Patricio Jones of Argentina who, along with
Peter and Julie Meyer, had left the tour
following the conference.

